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ABSTRACT:  

LTCC (Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramics) technology is an excellent expletive 

of silicon-based microfabrication techniques for the production of three-

dimensional structures in a multi-layer approach. Processing parameters for an 

optimized fabrication of micro structures with dimensions of 15 mm channel 

length, 1 mm channel width and 0,5 mm height have been investigated for 

LTCC). The cutting process is based on optimized Nd:YAG laser machining and 

an adapted isostatic double step lamination method where prelamination prevents 

the sacrificial volume material (SVM) getting into the lower layers. Different 

procedures have been tested to improve channel geometry. Sagging of laminated 

structures is a common problem in the processing of the low temperature co-fired 

ceramics. Glass-ceramic substrates are susceptible to plastic deformation during 

the lamination or through the stress of body forces when the glass transition 

temperature of the glass binder is reached during processing. The processing and 

application of powder-based SVM fabrication of microfluidic structures in LTCC 

is described. The SVM was applied through a stainless steel stencil mask in the 

gap of the LTCC sheets to avoid sagging, to achieve closed, three-dimensional 

structures such as channels, membranes during firing. The aim of the paper is to 

highlight the effects of processing conditions on the fabricated microfluidic 

components.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

LTCC technology has its origin about 25 years ago. It is used for the realization of high 

reliability multilayer circuits. The LTCC process has long been used in fabrication of 

electronic circuit components [1]. The materials that are used to create low temperature co-

fired ceramics circuits (produced from green tape and various pastes) can be processed by the 



equipment of the conventional thick-film technology (screen printing machine, drying and 

burning ovens). The equipment needed to produce multilayer boards (sinter press, tools, 

punching machine or Nd:YAG laser) can be installed with relatively low investment. A 

typical LTCC module consists of dielectric tapes, connecting vias, external and internal 

conductive networks and passive elements (resistors, capacitors, inductors) [2]. The LTCC 

technique would still be applied only for the realization of electronic components if the 

technology had not given a possibility for fabricating three-dimensional (3D) forms. 

Integration and miniaturization of vias, channels and cavities have lagged significantly in 

developments in electronic circuits. The material combines good electrical properties with the 

ability of creating 3D microstructures. These features are particularly desired in microsystem 

technology. The ceramics monolithic structure can include a microfluidic network controlled 

by electronic components.  

Low temperature co-fired ceramic material finds use in microsystem applications because 

of its inherent features (e.g. chemical inactivity, hermeticity, matching of thermal expansion 

coefficient with silicon, high temperature stability, and 3D structuration) [3,4]. Nowadays, 

LTCC has shown to be an excellent substitute of silicon-based microfabrication techniques 

for the production of three-dimensional structures using a multi-layer approach. The flexible 

“green” tapes are composed of glass and ceramic particles (e.g. aluminum oxide) combined 

with an organic binder which can be transformed into a rigid glass ceramic material using two 

step tempering. First, the organic binder is removed by firing at a relatively low temperature. 

Secondly, the remaining in-organic material is transferred into a rigid glass ceramic by 

heating up to the melting point of the glass, then the substrate shrinks and its structure 

solidifies (Fig. 1.). Hereby, the glass and ceramic particles are sintered.  

 

Fig. 1: Structure of LTCC before and after firing 

Ideally the ceramic particles are completely covered by glass and the surface roughness is 

conditioned by the size of the embedded particles. Green tapes are commercially available in 

various thicknesses and can be mechanically structured by cutting, embossing or laser 

ablation. Conductive paths, resistive heaters or other planar electronic elements can be printed 

by screen printing onto the green tapes by using appropriate printing pastes. Functional glass 

ceramic devices are received if various layers are packaged by lamination before firing. 

Conductive connections between the single layers can be realized by vias. Transparent 

windows were bonded onto LTCC-channels to enable optical and photometrical 

measurements. Different LTCC devices with channels, trenches and electronic elements were 

realized and used for microfluidic applications before. Analogously to “Lab on Chip” devices, 



multifunctional LTCC devices with integrated fluidic-, electronic-, sensorial- and optical- 

functionalities enable the formation of “Lab on Substrate” devices [5]. This paper presents 

preliminary study on the channel fabrication in LTCC emphasizing laser adjustments and 

different SVM effects. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1  Optimizing laser structuring and aligning process 

The channel was fabricated in LTCC (DP951PX) material. Six layers of ceramic tapes 

were used in the manufacturing. The bottom of the channel was made of two equal layers. 

The terminals of the channel were manufactured by a screen printing method from PdAg 

DP6146 ink on the top layer of the module. The inner four layers create the channel (Figure 

1). The thickness of each foil was equal to 254 µm before firing.  

 

Fig. 2: Cut LTCC layers 

Microchannels were cut in raw LTCC tapes by UV Nd:YAG laser (Coherent AVIA 355-

4500). Before working the eventual structure, punching was made at diverse adjustments. In 

Fig. 3. there are 180 test-punchings with 200 µm diameter. The shape and the edge of these 

pieces were examined by an optical microscope. 

The parameters of the laser during the test cutting are the following: 

− Pulse repetition frequency (PRF: 10 kHz, 50 kHz, 100 kHz) 

− Deflection speed of the beam (10 mm/s, 100 mm/s, 1000 mm/s) 

− Repetition number of the pulse (1×…20×) 

 



 

Fig. 3: Vias made by laser at diverse adjustments at pulse repetition frequency of 

a) 10 kHz b) 50 kHz c) 100 kHz  

Over a specific PRF laser processing causes considerable melting of the glass-dust in the 

LTCC substrate, on the other hand the fast deflection of the beam do not cut deeply enough 

into the material. On Fig. 3. in the left row the deflection speed was 10 mm/s, in the middle 

row it was 100 mm/s and in the right row, the speed was 1000 mm/s. From 180 holes only 73 

were adequate. (The hole is circle, the laser totally cut across the material, the roughness of 

the edge is within ±10 µm and the molten glass-dust does not decrease the diameter of the 

hole.) The proper holes were prepared with the following parameters: 

− PRF: 50 kHz 

− Deflection speed of the beam: 10 mm/s 

− Repetition number of the pulse: 3 

− Power: 4 W 

− Thermal track setting: 3200  

Experiences show that using laser the top and the bottom side diameters of the holes are 

distinct, the difference is ~50 µm. (This fact is important because in case of ~100 µm 

diameters the bottom diameter is only 50 µm.) [6] The green sheets were fixed to the work-

table with metal frame. The polyester of the substrate was not removed, because it protects 

the substrate against the deposition of the arising fine impurities during the process.  

After the channels had been made the LTCC foils were stacked into one module in the 

proper order and were laminated. In case of a standard aligning process there are joint holes 

on each layer. An alignment device (Fig. 4.) was used to stack the layers.  

 

Fig. 4: Side-view and perspective of the standard alignment device 



The main disadvantage of this kind of aligning is if two-step lamination is used, at the first 

lamination the green tape becomes deformed due to heat and pressure so at the second 

lamination the LTCC stack does not fit to the aligning device and will be crimped. A new 

method of stacking was used to align the layers.  

 

Fig. 5: New alignment device 

First, an alignment device was designed (Fig. 5), which is suitable to align the green glass-

ceramic sheets without joint holes. The material of the alignment device is Al-Si-Mg hard 

alloy, which is easy to machine and the surface of the plates were polished. The L based 

prism on the top left side of the alignment device is fixed, on the bottom right side is mobile 

in order to stack the green glass ceramic layers accurately. The double right angles ensure the 

right position of the layers. 

2.1  Channel fabrication process 

The two bottom and two inner LTCC layers were pre-laminated at a temperature of 70°C 

and pressure of 300 psi for 10 minutes by using an isostatical press (IL-4004 by PTC). To 

avoid deformation of bottom layers a 2 mm thick aluminum plate was put under the stack 

during lamination. After that the channels were filled with sacrificial volume material (SVM). 

Two kinds of SVMs were applied. In the first case the channel was filled with powder D1 

(specific material for SVM). It is expedient to fill the channel through stencil mask because 

SVM particles between the layers without outlet can cause delamination and blow of the 

cover layer during the firing. 

 

Fig. 6: Delamination caused by inaccurate applyiance of SVM 

Main disadvantage of powder material is the compressibility causing by the air between 

the grains which leads to sagging of the channel. Next step was to apply the cover layers of 

the structure and laminate them together at a pressure of 1500 and 3000 psi and temperature 

delaminatio



of 40°C. If the pressure was 1500 psi delamination can be observed between the layers (Fig. 

7). 

 

Fig. 7: Delamination between the layers 

If there are joint holes on the substrate filler material has to be put into them because the 

sealing bag used for isostatic lamination cannot resist this pressure, the water leaks in through 

the holes. The advantage of high pressure impact is that the layers permanently bond together. 

The disadvantage is that it causes undesirable deformation. The pressure can be decreased by 

applying adhesive (ethyl-cellulose) between the layers since it helps to avoid delamination or 

sagging of the channel. Lower pressure (1500 psi) can be enough to bound the layers. The last 

step of the technology was the co-firing of the substrate. During this process the organic 

compounds evaporate from the substrate, moreover the glass-matrix melts and converges, 

then the substrate shrinks and its structure solidifies and the SVM burns out. The substrate 

was fired according to the prescribed heat profile of DuPont Green tape 951 with minor 

modifications. To achieve complete SVM burnout the first heat-up stage had to be extended. 

Fast burnout process can also damage the cover layers. 

3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Fig. 8 shows the cross section of the channel realized with powder D1 as SVM. 

 

Fig. 8: Cross section of embedded channel created with powder D1 

The sagging of the channel is about 20%. There was no residue after co-firing in the channel. 

In the second case cethyl-alcohol was used as SVM. Technological process and the structure 

of the substrate was the same as the first case. Even so the sagging was unacceptably high. 

The LTCC channel with high deformation is presented in Fig. 9. 

 

Fig. 9: Cross section of embedded channel created with cethyl-alcohol 



 

The sagging is about 50% and delamination can be also observed near by the channel. 

Twelve-twelve channels were made using both SVM. Main properties of realized channels 

are summarized in Tab. 1. 

Tab. 1: Average values and spread of sagging, average cross-sectional area 

 
Average 

sagging 

Spread of 

sagging 

Average cross-

sectional area 

D1 21% 2,60% 0,38 mm
2
 

Cethyl-

alcohol 
52% 9,3% 0,23 mm

2
 

 

4 CONCLUSION 

Depending on the comprised equipment, the optimization efforts regarding laser 

structuring could clearly demonstrate, that too high frequency causes considerable melting of 

the glass-dust in the LTCC substrate, on the other hand the fast drift of the beam do not cut 

deep enough in the material. Optimized laser parameters were determined for DuPont 951 

green tape. 

High lamination pressure increases structure distortions like sagging of covering layers, 

while the employment of appropriate SVM fillers compensates pressure conditions and 

reduces sagging induced during lamination. The use of SVM called for modification of firing 

profiles the first heating stage has to be extended. On the other hand it could be observed, that 

low pressure values promoted delamination effects. Blistering is caused by SVM occasionally 

creeping between tape layer gaps. Application of adhesives permitted a further reduction of 

pressure by suppression of SVM-creeping. These precautions helped to minimize geometry 

deformation during the fabrication process. These research and development results 

demonstrate the feasibility of realizing construction of diverse microfluidic system structures 

using LTCC. 
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